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DESCRIPTION: A lightweight portable travel crib that comes in its own carry case with handles.
Features include single action set-up, sloping sides, see-through mesh panels, and padded
mattress with built-in base and removable cover. Available in silver. Suitable for children from
birth to approximately 3 years.

  

Dimensions are as follows:
Mattress: 60 x 105 x 4 cm (24 x 42 x 1.6 in)
Base, inside: 82 x 112 x 60 cm (32 x 44.8 x 24 in) 
Folded: 60 x 49 x 14 cm (24 x 19.6 x 5.6 in)
Weight: 5kg (11lbs)
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BabyBjörn Travel Cot Light

GOOD POINTS: The Travel Cot Light is another great product from the BabyBjörn range, with awonderfully stylish, lightweight and portable design that certainly lives up to expectations despite its price tag!  The first striking feature of the travel cot is its handy suitcase-style design when folded, which ismore compact and convenient than other travel cots that tend to pack into a longer, thinnershape.   The second notable feature is its weight. At a mere 5kg it is a good deal lighter than most othertravel cots on the market, and as such is incredibly easy to transport around.   A stylish and durable polyester storage bag keeps the cot securely contained, and twoeasy-to-grip handles make carrying a doddle...perfect for either long or short trips, packing intothe boot of a car, or checking-in at the airport.  The cot is incredibly easy to assemble, and unfolds in one clear movement, whereby the legsneed to be locked into place and the mattress inserted inside the cot. Collapsing the cot is justas easy, by simply removing the mattress, turning the cot upside down, and releasing andfolding the legs inwards. A full instructions booklet on folding and unfolding the cot is included,and fits neatly into a handy pocket on the inside of the carry case.  The cot has a sturdy construction once erected, with sloping angled sides to maximise space insmall areas, as well as create a cosy, snug sleeping environment for your child. Despite itscompact size, however, it offers more than enough room for your growing baby to move aroundsafely to their heart's content. In addition, the sides of the cot are mesh panels to not only allowyou to see your child at all times, but also to enable your child to see you!  The mattress itself is soft and foam-padded to provide a comfortable bed for baby, and its hardbuilt-in base helps to provide stability to the cot and keep it firmly on the floor. The mattresscomes with a breathable cotton mattress cover, which can be removed via a zipper at one end,and machine washed at 60°C (a BabyBjörn organic cotton fitted sheet for the Travel Cot Lightis available to purchase separately). The outer fabric shell of the travel cot can also be removed(via zip fastenings) and machine washed at 40°C, as can the carry case. Note that all textilesare tested for use on sensitive skin and are free from any harmful substances.  In our opinion, this is certainly a travel cot to rival all others on the market. With its sleek,comfortable design, easy set-up, and compact storage, it's the perfect choice to take on anyexcursion, for both you and your baby.  BAD POINTS: The cot is expensive, but you certainly get good quality for your money. Nostorage pockets are provided on the crib.  PRICE: £199.99  Available from Amazon: BabyBjorn Travel Cot Ligh t &nbsp;  Click here  to go to all product reviews   Click here  to go to all articles        
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